Panasonic Inverter Air Conditioner

Eventually, you will unquestionably discover a extra experience and feat by spending more cash. yet when? reach you allow that you require to get those every needs once having significantly cash? Why don’t you attempt to acquire something basic in the beginning? That’s something that will guide you to comprehend even more a propos the globe, experience, some places, next history, amusement, and a lot more?

It is your totally own get older to put-on reviewing habit. among guides you could enjoy now is panasonic inverter air conditioner below.
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ENGLISH Thank you for purchasing Panasonic Air Conditioner. Installation instructions attached. Before operating the unit, read these operating instructions thoroughly and keep them for future reference. Model No. Indoor Unit: CS-C12PKF-3, Outdoor Unit: CS-C18PKF-3.

Inverter Split system Air Conditioner R410A. This air conditioner is an inverter type unit that automatically adjusts capability as appropriate. Details on these functions are provided below; The air conditioner automatically decides the fan speeds.

The air conditioner does not operate for 2 minutes if the room temperature is low (intake temperature below 16 °C) so just wait. The forced operation is performed after the 2 minutes have elapsed. 3. Forced heating operation First press the auto button until one beep sounds, and then set it to OFF. Now press the auto button until two beeps sound to

Connect the power supply cord of the air conditioner to the mains using one of the following methods. Power supply point shall be the place where there is ease for access for the power disconnection in case of emergency. In some countries, permanent connection of this room air conditioner to the power supply is prohibited.

Split System Air Conditioner Model No. Panasonic Corporation 1006 Kadoma, Kadoma City, Osaka, Japan CV6233187105. 2 FEATURES This air conditioner is an inverter type unit that automatically adjusts capability as appropriate. Details on these functions are provided below; The air conditioner automatically decides the fan speeds.

AIR CONDITIONER IMPORTANT These air conditioners employ new refrigerant R410A. Pay special attention when servicing the unit. TECHNICAL & SERVICE MANUAL CS-KS30NKU + CU-KS30NKUA CS-KS36NKU + CU-KS36NKUA DC INVERTER SPLIT SYSTEM AIR CONDITIONER Outdoor Model No. CU-KS30NKUA CU-KS36NKUA Product Code No. 1 852 360 84 1 852 360 85 Indoor Unit

PANASONIC TROUBLE SHOOTING GUIDE All prices shown are retail and are exclusive of VAT at 17.5% Air Conditioning Guide Fault Diagnostics Fault Codes are only used on Inverter Systems. Both Single and Super Multi Inverter Systems use the same fault codes as below.

If your air conditioner isn't working, please check the following: Make sure that the unit is switched on, then examine circuit breakers, to ensure power hasn't been cut off. Your Air Conditioner, requires electricity to run, so the fix might be as simple as replacing a blown fuse or re-setting the circuit breaker.